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Preface:

Since born in 1970s, the telecom network has gone through multiple stages including

analog communication, digital communication, Internet communication, and mobile

Internet communication. Each stage has greatly improved social productivity and the

development of new industries. According to Omdia's forecast, by 2024, 400 5G networks

will be put into operation around the world, and nearly a quarter of the non-M2M (machine

to machine) connections will be provided by 5G networks. With the advent of the 5G

network era, one of the key technologies in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, what

capabilities the telecom network should have is the common concern of related

enterprises in the industry.

ZTE believes that 5G is a network centered on customer experience, and needs to meet

differentiated industry requirements in different scenarios in a timely manner. These

requirements include not only large bandwidth, low latency, and high security, but also

efficient network construction, rapid service release, real-time network status perception,

fast fault diagnosis, precise traffic prediction and optimization, and system openness and

reliability. To meet these requirements, traditional telecom network technologies,

architectures and modes are incapable, and new ideas and technologies are needed to

support them. In recent years, with the exploration into new technologies such as AI, big

data, cloud computing and SDN&NFV in the industry, intelligence has been recognized as

the core capability of the 5G network and future networks.

Based on deep understanding of the new requirements of 5G wireline networks and

strong technical strength in the fields of SDN, machine learning, big data, knowledge

graph and Intent-Based Network, ZTE innovatively proposes the intelligent network

solution uSmart Athena 2.0. It includes two parts: the management & control integrated
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system ZENIC ONE as the intelligent core and the telecommunication equipment network

with ubiquitous intelligence feature. It realizes the full-lifecycle intelligent closed loop of the

5G wireline network to meet the network development requirements in the 5G era. Based

on the advanced intelligent architecture, it supports continuous network intelligence

evolution, adapts to the rapid development of networks, and accelerates the arrival of the

autonomous network.
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1.New Challenges of 5G Network

1.1 Challenge Posed by Complex Network Management

In the 5G era, the network scale will grows rapidly, the equipment scale is expected to

grow by more than 10 times, and the service traffic will increase by dozens of times.

Massive network management brings the following challenges to network CAPEX, OPEX,

and network efficiency:

 The burst of various services requires timely response to user requirements.

 As users have higher requirements for network service quality, real-time perception,

analysis, processing and restoration must be performed in real time for network traffic,

packet loss, delay, and jitter.

 How to achieve rapid network deployment, agile adjustment, and timely expansion as

a basic network work?

1.2 Challenge Posed by Network Resource Efficiency

Maximization

5G has brought radical changes to the information use of various industries and

individuals. According to Gartner's forecast, by 2022, the global 5G mobile subscribers will

reach 43% in the mobile phone market, and the average traffic of mobile phones will reach

15G/bit. The number of IoT access devices will reach 26 billion in 2025, with network

traffic increasing more than seven times. With the rapid development of new services

such as HD video calls, real-time teleconferences, and VR contests and live broadcast,

user requirements for traffic increase rapidly, bringing unprecedented pressure to network

resources. In addition, as network services are uncertain and bursty, the network must be

able to analyze the resource utilization of the entire network in real time, accurately predict

future changes, and adjust and optimize network resources in real time.

1.3 Challenge Posed by Experience-Centric Era

The 5G era is centered on user experience. High-quality user experience is the core factor
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for obtaining, keeping, and developing users. No matter for the ToB service or the ToC

service, the quality of user experience is reflected in the following aspects:

 Simplified service provisioning

Traditionally, user service provisioning usually takes one day or even one week. However,

the users expect it to be implemented within minutes. It is especially difficult for

large-scale networks and complicated services.

 Real-time service quality monitoring

Traditionally, user service quality monitoring is performed every 15 minutes or 24 hours.

Now the users expect to achieve real-time and second-level quality monitoring. Especially

for ToB service users, real-time monitoring of network service quality is the basis for

ensuring the normal operation of the internal system, while it is hard to implement by

traditional monitoring.

 Imperceptible service fault restoration

Traditionally, a large number of O&M faults are discovered only when the service quality is

reduced to an extent that it directly affects user experience. Fault occurrence and

long-time fault restoration seriously affect user experience. However, due to limited

technical conditions, traditional methods cannot find hidden service problems and faults

timely, and cannot automatically restore them.

 Flexible service bandwidth adjustment

Traditionally, the service bandwidth can be limited by CIR and PIR. Although this has

certain flexibility, high-value users expect that the service bandwidth can be adjusted as

required to ensure the best service experience, which cannot be supported by traditional

methods.

To sum up, the challenges posed by 5G networks are unprecedented, and new ideas and

technologies are needed to meet the challenges and needs, and promote the

development.

2.uSmart Athena 2.0

ZTE Intelligent Network Solution uSmart Athena 2.0 (Athena 2.0 for short hereafter), as

the wireline network part of ZTE's autonomous evolution network solution, is aimed to

build an intelligent, full-lifecycle, IBN-oriented new-generation wired network to promote

the intelligent evolution of network and finally realize the autonomous network. Compared

with the previous generation solution, Athena 2.0 improves the capabilities of AI and big
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data platform and can cover more comprehensive service scenarios. It implements

friendly interaction with users through intents, achieves rapid deployment of user intents,

greatly improves user experience, and maximizes network potential and value while

reducing network O&M costs.

Athena 2.0 consists of two major parts: the new-generation intelligent management &

control system ZENIC ONE as the intelligent core and the wireline equipment network

with super capabilities. The ZENIC ONE enables the intelligent closed loop of the network.

The user can express his intent through the concise interaction interface. After the system

correctly understands the user intent, it translates the intent and selects the service

solution, and then automatically authenticates the service and delivers it to the physical

device. During the entire period when the user intent exists, it monitors the quality of the

user intent in real time, and provide real-time visual network quality. It identifies the

network faults based on AI technology, automatically analyzes and diagnoses the faults,

and performs automatic fault restoration or provides fault restoration suggestions for users

according to the policies. At the same time, it predicts network traffic based on the network

models formed by big data learning and training, and optimizes service bandwidth, delay,

and routes in a timely manner according to the user intent, so as to ensure that they fully

comply with the user intent.

The new-generation wireline equipment is the cornerstone of user intent deployment. It

has the following super-strong capabilities. Based on continuous innovation in

telecommunication technologies, transport equipment can provide ultra-high capacity

bandwidth, and support large-scale networking of tens of thousands of devices, to meet

the requirements of 8K video, cloud computing and 5G applications. It provides rich

network technologies such as SPN, IPRAN, OTN, switches, broadband access and

microwave, and covers traditional networks (including WSON network) and SDN networks.

In this way, it can meet the network requirements of different scenarios, different systems

and different users. The E2E SR technology is provided to simplify the control protocol,

greatly reduce the network complexity, and implement fast end-to-end provisioning of the

network. The FlexE, FlexO and small-granularity technologies are provided to implement

network slicing at different granularities, so that multiple logical networks can be provided

through a unified physical network facility to meet the differentiated requirements of

customers in different industries or specific scenarios. Each slice network focusing on

specific requirements is simple and efficient, and supports ultra-low latency while meeting

the service isolation requirements of users.
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Athena 2.0 endows the telecom network with intelligence through the ZENIC ONE. The

ZENIC ONE is the intelligent core of Athena 2.0 and plays the role of the network brain.

Based on in-depth consideration of human intelligence, the ZENIC ONE builds an

advanced intelligent system by referring to the architecture of human intelligence.

Human Intelligence

As the spirit of all things on earth, human intelligence is at the top of the biological chain.

Humans have deft bodies, but their developed nervous system is the basis for human

intelligence to surpass other creatures. The human nervous system includes the brain and

nerve tissue throughout the body. The nerve tissue reports information from outside and

inside the body to the brain and delivers the instructions from the brain to related parts of

the body. The brain can be divided into three parts: perception, thinking, and execution.

Perception is the process of sensitively receiving and analyzing various sensory signals

reported by the nervous system all over the body. Thinking is the process in which the

brain makes rapid and comprehensive understanding, judgment, and decision-making for

the information sensed and analyzed, and then forms an optimal response solution.

Execution is the process in which the brain breaks down the response solution, delivers it

to related parts of the body and complete the optimal response.

In this process, the human brain also provides historical memory information and current

information for the perception and thinking parts. At the same time, the perception and

thinking parts should also use the brain's abstract, modeling, and imagination capabilities

to improve the efficiency of perception and intents.

With reference to human intelligence, the ZENIC ONE architecture is a system

architecture consisting of the cognition engine, intent engine, control engine, AI platform
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and BigData platform. The ZENIC ONE is capable of continuous evolution, which

improves the system intelligence and ultimately makes the telecom network a human

communication partner with advanced intelligence.

System Architecture of Athena 2.0 Solution

The intent engine, control engine, and cognition engine work together to form an

intelligent closed loop. With the intent engine, users can express their intents through

voice, texts, and intent scenarios. The system interacts with the intent engine confirm the

intent, improve the ease of use, achieve integrity and defuzziness of intent expression,

and build a bridge between users and the network. In addition, the intent engine provides

a consistent intent implementation process, that is, whether the intent input by the user or

the correction/optimization intent inside the network is converted into a unified network

intent expression model, and the solution design and verification are automatically

performed.

The control engine includes network orchestration, network control, and network

management services. The network orchestration service solves cross-domain,

cross-layer, cross-vendor coordination problem, and provides fast end-to-end service

provisioning, such as end-to-end provisioning of cloud and network integration service.
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The network control service supports network control of IP/IPRAN, PTN/SPN and OTN,

and works closely with the network management service to achieve unified management

and control of various networks.

The cognition engine uses the Telemetry technology to construct a real-time channel for

information transmission, and rapidly reports the status information of the physical

network for network analysis, reasoning and prediction. Through the association analysis

and in-depth mining of mass data, the cognition engine can perceive the network, service

status and quality in real time. Through the data and algorithm models provided by the

BigData platform and AI platform, the cognition engine can identify the network service

exceptions and give early warning, and at the same time predict the future changes of the

network and find the potential network risks.

The BigData platform is the basic network data platform of the Athena 2.0 solution. All the

network configuration, operation and status data are centralized in the BigData platform. It

is the twin data network of the physical network and provides the basic data support for

the operation of other parts of the Athena 2.0 solution. The BigData platform provides rich

data services at all levels, including structure-aware and structure-agnostic data and

knowledge graph based on graph database.

The AI platform is ZTE's unified AI platform: uSmartIngisht platform. It is the basic platform

that provides AI algorithms and services for various network services and components.

Oriented to telecom network, the AI platform provides powerful and abundant AI

framework, algorithms and interfaces, and continuously improves and optimizes the data

in the BigData platform. It provides AI technical support for the operation of other parts of

the Athena 2.0 solution and improves the intelligence of the whole solution.

At the same time, the Athena 2.0 solution provides northbound interfaces to interconnect

with the operator's BSS/OSS system, and also provides the tenant APP and operator APP.

Together with the BSS/OSS system, it implements automatic provisioning of user services

and rapidly satisfies the customer's new service requirements.

The new-generation wireline equipment has abundant network technologies including

super-large bandwidth, simplified E2E SR network protocol, flexible network slicing,

multi-layer VPN service and precise clock time, to achieve seamless interconnection with

different networks. In addition, it has complete multi-layer network and service protection

capabilities as well as agile "nerve ending", including Inband OAM, TWAMP, NetFlow,

performance monitoring and alarm monitoring. It can capture the network and service

operation status in real time and report it to the intelligent core ZENIC ONE through the
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"neural network" Telemetry. It is based on the information captured at the "nerve ending"

of the entire network that the ZENIC ONE can carry out intelligent analysis and

decision-making and implement network optimization.

3. Application Scenario

Based on different user requirements, the network application scenarios are different.

Generally, the scenarios include 5G mobile service, broadband access service,

government & enterprise service, vertical industry service, cross-domain end-to-end

service, campus network, and data center network. The Athena 2.0 solution covers all

scenarios of the wireline network, and has achieved a series of results in practice,

meeting the network requirements of different users and improving the user experience.

All Scenarios of Wireline Network

3.1 5G Mobile Service Scenario

1) Introduction

5G is the accelerator of industrial information upgrade and new cornerstone of digital

construction. It can promote the development of self-driving and big data, help the quick

rise of smart home, accelerate smart city construction, and promote the development of

virtual reality. The 5G network needs to support future Internet of Vehicles, industrial

control, intelligent manufacturing and big video services. The transport network faces the

service requirements for large bandwidth, large capacity, stable and low latency and

massive connections.
2) Key requirements and challenges
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After robust development, the mobile communication system has gradually formed a

complex current situation involving multiple wireless systems. Long-term coexistence of

various access technologies has become a prominent feature. How to implement efficient

and dynamic management and coordination of the 2G/3G/4G/5G networks, and meet the

technical indicators and application scenario requirements of 5G is the major technical

challenge for 5G multi-network and multi-service integration.

The full cloudification of 5G network brings many technical and engineering problems

along with function flexibility. Firstly, network cloudification makes cross-layer fault

delimitation and location more complicated and inefficient. Secondly, the introduction of

edge computing multiplies the number of NEs, and increases the workload of construction

and maintenance. Finally, the development of microservice technology and service

customization for different users pose extremely high requirements for network service

orchestration capabilities.
3) ZTE solution and features

The Athena 2.0 solution provides a full-lifecycle solution for the 5G network, and satisfies

three BackHaul network construction scenarios (4G network expansion/4G network

upgrade/new 5G network construction). It supports fast network construction and fast

provisioning of base station services. It provides ultra-large bandwidth channels with

single-port 200G and multi-port aggregation, and supports TSN channels at 10M

granularity, thus meeting the ultra-large bandwidth and low latency requirements of 5G

mobile services. It also provides high-precision intelligent clock and time functions. The

Inband OAM technology is used to monitor and maintain the service IP traffic in an

all-round way, and the intelligent diagnosis tool is used to ease the difficulty in network

fault location. The Athena 2.0 solution has the following features in the 5G mobile

scenario:
 Intent-based fast provisioning of base station service

Currently, the base station service provisioning is inefficient, The Athena 2.0 solution

enables automatic provisioning of service of the base station. When adding BTS, ZENIC

ONE will automatically allocate equipment IP and VLAN data according to the mobile BTS

service intention. It will automatically add service nodes, automatically calculate tunnels

and release routes, and automatically send configuration information to the equipment.In

this way, the services at the transport side will be automatically provisioned and the

provisioning efficiency of BTS will be improved by 80%.
 Intelligent fault diagnosis (group fault analysis)

A group fault means that the quality of multiple services or network objects is abnormal
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within the same period of time (for example, within 60 seconds), reducing or even

interrupting the service quality of multiple users and affecting network operation and

customer experience. In traditional O&M mode, generally each fault needs to be located,

which usually takes several weeks or longer. The group fault analysis and location is

inefficient and has high requirements for O&M personnel. The Athena 2.0 solution

provides intelligent group fault analysis function to implement real-time active monitoring

and efficient analysis of network services. Based on the AI platform algorithm, the key

group fault (such as faulty NE/link/board/port) can be located quickly when the group fault

occurs. After a fault is located, service rerouting is automatically triggered based on

related policies to recover services quickly and guarantee service quality.

Intelligent Group Fault Analysis
 High-precision intelligent clock/time configuration

Currently, there is no mature clock/time troubleshooting means in network projects.

Clock/time faults can only be troubleshot manually, which has low efficiency. The Athena

2.0 solution provides the intelligent clock time configuration function to realize the

intelligent configuration of the 5G network clock/time. In addition, it provides the intelligent

clock/time diagnosis tool that can quickly and efficiently analyze the faulty point of the

clock/time network to restore the fault quickly.
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3.2 Broadband Access Scenario

1) Introduction

With the gradual popularization of services such as 4K/8K, online games and VR/AR,

users’ requirements for broadband access networks also change from merely high

bandwidth to premium experience such as high quality and super fluency. The traditional

broadband access network O&M mode, which is driven by user complaints and relies on

manual experience, cannot guarantee broadband access network quality efficiently. With

AI and big data analysis technologies introduced, based on strong collection and

computing capabilities of the cloud computing platform, the broadband access network

can improve the quality of home broadband service from multiple aspects, and can help

the operator to greatly improve broadband service quality.
2) Key requirements and challenges

 poor-quality link on optical fiber leads to user complaints

Poor-quality link on optical fiber links may cause user network speed decrease and even

service interruption. The traditional way to rectify the poor-quality link problem of ONUs

requires manual troubleshooting on PON ports, which is time-consuming and inefficient.

In addition, it is difficult to determine the causes of poor-quality link, for example,

inappropriate networking mode and limit-exceeding optical splitting ratio.

 Service quality does not match user experience

Traditional O&M methods based on network device indicators cannot directly and

accurately reflect the real service experience of home broadband users. Good device

operation performance indicators are not equal to good user experience. The network

layer data cannot be associated with user experience. There is no intelligent analysis

method, and users cannot experience network operation.

 Difficult to locate home broadband Wi-Fi faults

Wi-Fi coverage inside a home network provides convenient broadband network

experience. However, home network O&M is facing such problems as too many

complaints and difficulty in fault location. Wi-Fi signal interference and insufficient Wi-Fi

coverage become new O&M pain points.
3) ZTE solution and features

The Athena 2.0 solution provides all-round O&M support measures for home broadband

users, including three application scenarios: intelligent O&M at the access network layer,

intelligent O&M within the home network, and end-to-end intelligent O&M at the home

broadband service layer. Based on the BigData and AI platforms, the Athena 2.0 solution
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can rapidly, accurately and actively analyze various faults to ensure broadband service

experience of home broadband users in an all-round way. It has the following features:

Broadband Access Scenario
 Precise location of poor-quality link causes

The Athena 2.0 solution automatically and fully collects dozens of types of optical link

feature data on the optical broadband access network with high frequency, and performs

feature identification, abstraction and mining of the optical link data through the BigData

platform. It converts the collected raw data into the basic problem features that can better

represent the prediction model. Then, it performs data training and modeling by using

algorithms such as Naive Bayes classification algorithm and AI fault feature decision tree

in the AI platform. Through continuous comparison and training, it can precisely locate the

root causes of weak optical signals, including optical module faults, optical fiber faults, and

optical splitter faults.
 Poor quality analysis based on user experience

The Athena 2.0 solution provides the poor quality analysis function based on user

experience, and automatically collects massive data related to broadband user

experience. Relying on the BigData platform, it presents the real user experience of

broadband users in various services such as webpage browsing, video viewing and file

download, and helps the O&M personnel to quickly and accurately locate the users, nodes

and content sources with poor quality, and actively optimizes the fault points. It can

achieve an accuracy rate of over 98% in identifying poor-quality nodes, users and content

sources, thus realizing the transition to the service indicator-based user experience O&M

service.
 Intelligent location of WiFi faults

The Athena 2.0 solution uses a dedicated comprehensive home network quality indicator
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assessment model. Based on dozens of characteristic quality data such as WiFi channel,

signal strength and connection rate automatically collected in the home network links, it

comprehensively evaluates the comprehensive health of the home network and directly

presents the home network quality in the form of scores. Based on the BigData platform,

the system identifies the poor-quality home broadband users with signal interference, poor

connection quality and coverage problems in several minutes, and performs model

training and correction through the AI platform. It automatically learns and predicts the

optimal channels for home WiFi, and automatically adjusts the channel remotely on the

cloud, thus maximizing the users’ home WiFi experience.

3.3 High-Value Government and Enterprise Service

Scenario

1) Introduction

The OTN government & enterprise private line is a wide-coverage, high-quality,

low-latency, on-demand and fast-response private line transport network developed by

operators for important government & enterprise customers (such as finance, Internet,

party, government, and army customers). The OTN private lines are divided into

inter-province private line, intra-province private line, and intra-city private line services.

The OTN nodes involved include the national backbone, provincial backbone,

metropolitan area network (MAN), and CPE. Typical national and provincial backbone

nodes are mesh networks, where ROADM is used for optical layer scheduling, and OTN is

used for electrical layer scheduling, to implement efficient network scheduling and optimal

delay experience.
2) Key requirements and challenges

Government and enterprise OTN has the following key requirements:

 Fast service provisioning

Service provisioning time is the main indicator of the competition in the government &

enterprise business market of operators. The OTN network should be able to provide

end-to-end one-click service provisioning in the management and control system to

minimize manual service provisioning.

 Delay-based routing and delay matrix

Delay is a key quality indicator and differentiated charging method of operators’ private

line services. For government & enterprise OTN networks, how to achieve visual network

latency and dispatch services based on real-time latency is also a challenge facing
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operators.

 Bandwidth on Demand (BOD)

Private line customers hope that the OTN network can rapidly and dynamically adjust the

network bandwidth without interrupting existing services, so how operators can quickly

adjust the network bandwidth of different government & enterprise users is also a key

means to improve user experience.

 Private line SLA management

Providing high-quality networks and customer services is the key to improving user

experience. Therefore, how to monitor the service quality of the OTN network in real time

and implement visual SLA quality management for private lines is also an important

requirement of operators.
3) ZTE solution and features

The Athena 2.0 solution achieves the intelligence of high-value government & enterprise

services and closed-loop management in the full lifecycle. It provides standard

northbound interfaces (Rest) to interconnect with the orchestration layer/application layer,

and controls the forwarding layer equipment through the standard southbound interface

(Openconfig/NetConf) to provide the intelligent, elastic, easy to use, reliable and open

features of the optical network. The Athena 2.0 solution has the following features in the

government and enterprise OTN scenario:

Government & Enterprise Service Scenario

 CPE plug & play and deploy automatically

CPE supports plug and play after powered on. The ZXNIC ONE can automatically create

NEs and optical fiber connections and automatically provision the CPE service. The
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service provisioning time is shortened to minutes. Meanwhile, based on the standard

southbound interfaces, the Athena 2.0 solution implements unified management and

control of CPEs from different manufacturers.

 One-click service provisioning

The centralized path calculation based on multiple policies (such as delay and minimum

hops) enables one-click provisioning of cross-domain (national backbone/provincial

backbone/MAN/CPE) cross-layer (optical/electrical/packet) end-to-end government &

enterprise services. The service provisioning efficiency is improved by 80%. The solution

supports latency routing and latency matrix to visualize network latency, so that customers

can specify the services of the corresponding latency level.

 Full lifecycle intelligent management

The solution supports G.HAO protocol to realize lossless bandwidth adjustment. It can

dynamically adjust bandwidth according to customer requirements to realize pipeline

bandwidth on demand and improve resource utilization. It supports key services calendar

prompt to provide convenient SLA quality monitoring and management. The AI

platform-based service-driven fault diagnosis model performs intelligent fault diagnosis by

selecting fault diagnosis policies for OTN government and enterprise services, to

implement fast and accurate network fault identification and restoration.

3.4 Vertical Industry Service Scenario

1) Introduction

The vision of the 5G era is to push human society towards the Internet of Everything and

build a digital era driven by innovation. In the 4G era, the network requirements are

centered on “traffic” operation and take “smart phone” as the carrier. While in the 5G era,

the network requirements will center on “Internet of Everything (IoE)” services. The

transition needs to meet differentiated SLA requirements of diversified applications, such

as self driving, smart city, telemedicine, smart manufacturing, VR/AR, and ultra-HD video

applications. The system should meet the performance requirements of diversified

applications and provide high user experience at the same time.
2) Key requirements and challenges

 Higher efficiency and lower cost

In traditional network construction, operators will build different networks (such as A/B

plane) for mobile backhaul, group customer and home broadband services. The cost of
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network construction and O&M is high, the independent operation and maintenance is

complicated, and different systems cannot cooperate with each other.

 Diversified requirements

In the 5G era, various applications are emerging in different industries. If a single network

is to meet the requirements of different features and different scenarios, network

resources need to be allocated flexibly to achieve flexible combination of network

capabilities. In a 5G network, multiple logical subnetworks (such as LTE Backhaul slice,

group customer slice, IoT slice, finance slice and government & enterprise slice) with

different features are created by network slicing based on different requirements. This

provides customized on-demand network services for different scenarios, which greatly

reduces network construction costs and facilitates flexible network resource scheduling,

O&M and service deployment.
3) ZTE solution and features

ZTE provides end-to-end slicing from the wireless network, the transport network to the

core network. The Athena 2.0 solution enables sub-slice of the transport network, which

virtualizes the topology resources (such as links, nodes, and ports) of the transport

network and the internal resources (such as forwarding, computing, and storage) of the

NE to form a virtual network that includes the data plane, control plane, and network

functions.
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Slice Full Lifecycle Management

The Athena 2.0 solution has the following features in vertical industry service scenario:

 Intelligent slice management and scheduling

It implements fast provisioning of slices and automatic allocation of resources through

model orchestration and resource pooling. It performs 360-degree monitoring of slices

based on unified slice view to complete status perception and intelligent adjustment of

slices and realize closed-loop guarantee of slice SLA.

 SDN-based intelligent path calculation

It plans network topology resources such as network links, nodes, and ports as required to

create slices, divides the control plane independently according to the slices to form

different slice topology, then performs independent service path calculation according to

different slice topology, to meet the feature requirements in different scenarios and realize

multi-use of one network.

 Rich slice technology support

It supports different types of isolation (such as soft slicing solution on data plane sharing

resources or hard slicing solution on data plane dedicated resources) based on the

forwarding plane technology of the equipment, and provides different slicing solutions

based on FlexE, OTN, VPN and FlexAlgo. The FlexE technology binds multiple physical
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layer (PHY) pipes with time division multiplexing to carry various Ethernet services (FlexE

Client), thus achieving flexible bandwidth scalability and physical isolation between logical

ports. At the same time, the FlexE Client cross-connect function of the intermediate

transport node enables low-latency transmission of equipment nodes and provides

one-hop transmission service for ultra-low-latency slicing. Naturally, OTN features

channelization and physical isolation of services. By using the FlexO slicing technology, it

supports the physical bundling of multiple OTUs, and greatly reduces device forwarding

latency by reducing the buffer time, converting internal processing procedure from serial

mode to parallel mode, and optimizing FEC modes.

3.5 Cross-Domain End-to-End Scenario

1) Introduction

Telecom network technologies are rich and complicated. Different network technologies

are required for different scenarios. Typical scenarios, such as mobile service scenarios

and comprehensive service access scenarios, require collaboration of multiple network

technologies. Mobile services need to cover cities and suburbs. Due to the complex

terrain or high cost of cable deployment in some suburbs, it is necessary to use the

wireless transmission technology such as microwave. This requires the collaboration

between microwave and transport network to meet the transmission requirements of

wireless services. In terms of comprehensive service access, PON has great flexibility

and cost competitiveness. It requires PON and transport network form city-wide network

collaboration meet the requirements of home broadband and SOHO users. It can be said

that collaboration of multiple network technologies is an inevitable requirement for

adaptation to complex scenarios.
2) Key requirements and challenges

For scenarios that require collaboration of multiple network technologies, unified and

efficient network O&M management and control and end-to-end service provisioning and

management are two key requirements.

Unified and efficient network O&M management and control is the basis for improving

network O&M efficiency. In traditional O&M modes, different networks are managed by

different management and control systems, and they are difficult to coordinate. Manual

network fault demarcation and location the entire network has low efficiency. It usually

takes several hours, days, and even weeks to locate faults. In addition, routine network

O&M requires entrance to different systems. Network topology, network alarms, and
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performance cannot be fully viewed. The overall O&M efficiency is low, and the O&M

costs are high.

In traditional service modes, service provisioning can only be implemented in different

networks, which has low efficiency and high rate of man-made errors, and end-to-end

service status monitoring and maintenance cannot be implemented. Therefore,

end-to-end service provisioning and management is the key to improving user

satisfaction.
3) ZTE solution and features

The Athena 2.0 model unifies different networks through unified modeling of network

models and service models, and conveniently supports different technical network

capabilities through microservice technology, thus achieving unified topology, unified

alarm and unified performance of different networks.

Cross-Domain End-to-End Scenario

The Athena 2.0 solution has the following features in cross-domain end-to-end scenarios:

 Immediate service provisioning

Based on a unified cross-domain network topology, the Athena 2.0 creates unified PCE

service, and performs end-to-end service management, especially end-to-end service

path calculation and one-click service provisioning to improve service provisioning

efficiency. Through visualized end-to-end service monitoring, it can discover service

exceptions in time, perform service maintenance operations quickly and speed up the

response processing.

 Intelligent fault diagnosis
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The Athena 2.0 uses Telemetry to realize real-time perception of different network

technologies, and uses the intelligent fault diagnosis service based on workflows and

rules to diagnose cross-domain faults. The fault diagnosis service consists of two parts.

The first part is to form and update the network fault knowledge base. As a twin data

network, the BigData platform is responsible for preprocessing the fault data actually

generated by the network, including extracting the key attributes of various data sources

such as alarms/services, data cleansing and data aggregation. On this basis, the AI

platform carries out the fault association learning algorithm, and supports making experts’

experience directly accumulated from engineering practice as fault diagnosis rules, and

updating the rules to the network knowledge base to form an associated systematic rule

library. The second part is when the fault diagnosis service is triggered, it first identifies the

root causes of various reported alarms in accordance with the knowledge base rules, and

continues to identify the root causes of faults in accordance with the knowledge base rules

and such data as network and service relationships, monitoring data, operation logs, and

troubleshooting history records, and provides solutions. The diagnosis service records the

result of each execution. By continuously improving the rule library, it continuously

improves the fault diagnosis efficiency and accuracy.

With the southbound adaptation service, the Athena 2.0 can be quickly interconnected

with third-party equipment to implement cross-manufacturer cross-domain network and

service management and meet the network requirements of various scenarios.

3.6 Campus Network Scenario

1) Introduction

The campus network provides network connection services inside the campus. The rapid

development of the Internet and the advent of the Internet+ era has created various new

applications, new services, and new business models. New technology such as big data,

cloud computing and AI promote digital transformation of various industries. Traditional

campuses are advancing towards smart campuses, and campus networks are important

support for this transformation.
2) Key requirements and challenges

Traditional campus networks are hierarchical and stovepipe networks that carry different

services, resulting in high network deployment costs. In addition, the efficiency of

information exchange between networks is low, and they cannot meet the network

requirements of digital transformation. Therefore, to simplify the campus network
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architecture and reduce network deployment costs, a new campus network needs a

physical network to carry all services in the campus network, implementing multiple

scenarios of a network and convenient access anytime and anywhere.

The traditional campus network is strongly coupled with network services, so the service

provisioning and adjustment period is long and the efficiency is low. In addition, network

management and O&M are complicated due to multiple networks and a large number of

connection nodes. In addition, the equipment-oriented management mode and the only

network O&M tool make network fault location difficult and O&M efficiency extremely low.

Therefore, new campus networks need to support fast service provisioning and flexible

adjustment, and realize easy O&M through automatic and intelligent network

management and O&M to improve user experience.
3) ZTE solution and features

The Athena 2.0 solution constructs an ultra-broadband, simplified, widely-covering

all-optical Underlay network at the physical layer of the campus. The optical fiber extends

to the terminal devices on the desk, and the wired and wireless Wi-Fi can provide full

coverage to cover all campus scenarios, implement full-service transport and achieve

ubiquitous network connections. With the virtualization technology, multiple Overlay virtual

networks are constructed on the Underlay network. The services are deployed on the

Overlay network and are isolated from each other, thus achieving multiple scenarios of one

network. The service policies are not directly related to the physical Underlay network, so

the service deployment is more flexible. As the intelligent operation center of the campus

network, the ZENIC ONE implements intelligent configuration management, service

control, network analysis and fault diagnosis of the campus network.
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Campus Network Scenario
The Athena 2.0 solution has the following features in campus network scenarios:

 Immediate service provisioning

The ZENIC ONE performs abstraction and unified modeling of network resources to

implement policy-based end-to-end service configuration and automatic deployment. The

ZENIC ONE allocates different user labels to users and resources with different attributes.

In this way, it enables user-oriented service policies and service access anytime and

anywhere.

 Intelligent prediction and analysis

The Telemetry technology is used to collect the whole network equipment data in the

campus in real time, and to ensure efficient collection of mass equipment data through

load balancing, fluctuation detection, on-demand collection and priority queue. It analyzes

mass data based on BigData and AI platform, and presents the operation status of the

whole network in a visualized and real-time manner. The AI platform prediction algorithm

predicts the risks of network faults and user service quality degradation in advance to

avoid faults.

 Intelligent fault diagnosis

The service-driven fault diagnosis model based on the AI platform can be used to

configure the corresponding data collection model in accordance with different service

fault features, and flexibly configure the corresponding fault diagnosis policy for diagnosis

based on the analysis results of collected data, so that fault analysis and diagnosis can be

performed with maximum flexibility, scalability, and accuracy. Corresponding processing
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methods are provided for various services according to fault features, so that the fault

diagnosis and processing methods can be more detailed and accurate.

3.7 Data Center Network Scenario

1) Introduction

The Data Center Network is the infrastructure that carries the data center services.

Generally, it has computer system, storage system, communication system and other

accompanying communication connection and management monitoring systems, and can

be used for storing, managing and transmitting information by various enterprises or

organizations.

The traffic in the data center network is characterized by data centralization and large

amount of east-west traffic. Data center network requirements include large scale, high

scalability, high robustness, low configuration cost, high bandwidth between servers,

efficient network protocol, flexible topology and link capacity control, green & energy

saving, traffic isolation between services and low cost. Therefore, the data center network

is evolving into the VXLAN and SDN technologies, which can collaborate with the cloud

platform to achieve adaptation and coordination between the network and services, thus

improving resource utilization efficiency and service provisioning efficiency.
2) Key requirements and challenges

To improve resource utilization, resources in the cloud architecture are shared rather than

exclusively occupied, which is completely different from traditional IT. The data center

balances resource sharing with user experience and service availability through the

automatic scalability strategy. This is one of the core advantages of the data center, but it

also brings new requirements and challenges.

The current deployment efficiency of network infrastructure is low, which is not sufficient

for the rapid development of services and flexible scheduling of resources. How to

achieve unified management and control of Underlay and Overlay networks is a new

subject.

In addition, in a cloud architecture network, network boundaries become blurred, and

operators often do not know the hardware on which the service system runs. Fault

location becomes very difficult. In addition, under the SDN architecture, the data center

network is divided into Overlay and Underlay networks to achieve further network isolation,

but it also brings new challenges to fault location.
3) ZTE solution and features

To address these challenges, the Athena 2.0 solution for intelligent unified O&M of data
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center in the full lifecycle has the following features:

Data Center Network Scenario

 Intent-based rapid basic network construction

The Athena 2.0 solution provides intent-based basic network construction. It allows users

to define the basic network construction blueprint of the data center by means of intent.

Then, it is converted into the basic network configuration script through intelligent intent

translation. In this way, the "zero touch" deployment mode can be used to realize the

automatic construction of the basic network.

 Intelligent management and control in the full lifecycle

Full-lifecycle intelligent management includes automatic construction of data center

networks, policy-based automatic O&M, and continuous network optimization. During the

lifecycle management of a data center network, such as network construction, monitoring,

upgrade, capacity expansion, optimization, and disconnection, manual processing is

changed to automatic processing to improve O&M efficiency and meet the requirements

of agile service deployment. For example, in the network monitoring phase, the ZENIC

ONE actively monitors the network event. When triggered by the event, the automatic

O&M is implemented based on the predefined automatic script. At the same time, it

realizes overall visualization of the data center network. The user can quickly locate the

specific physical location of the NFV virtualized NE (VM, DVS/OVS, vRouter etc.).

 Intelligent network exception prediction

The Athena 2.0 solution provides the intelligent network exception prediction function in

the data center scenario to guarantee the continuity of network connectivity and quality. It
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constructs a full-link, active and intelligent detection system to present the connectivity

attributes and service transport status of each data center node in graphic mode. At the

same time, the ZENIC ONE can actively monitor the network status (such as routing table

and L2 loop) in real time. When the network is deteriorated, it will actively report an alarm

to prompt the user to intervene in advance to implement active network management and

control.

4.Typical Practice

4.1 Intent-Based Automatic Service Provisioning

1) User requirements and pain points

Service provisioning is one of the most frequent and important operations encountered by

users during network O&M. In traditional service provisioning mode, users need to enter

the corresponding function window of the management and control system, and select

various service parameters to configure them point by point. In addition, service

provisioning failures due to user operation errors may easily occur. Therefore, service

provisioning faces the problems of high manpower investment, high personnel

requirements, long provisioning time, and low provisioning success rate
2) Intent-based automatic service provisioning function

The whole process of the intent-based automatic service provisioning is visual. The

process consists of three parts: intent input and verification, automatic intent execution,

and continuous intent guarantee. In the intent input phase, users only need to select

service scenarios (such as mobile service scenarios and group customer scenarios). The

system automatically determines the scenarios and prompts users to enter required

information, including device nodes and service ports for adding or dropping services. For

the service quality (including bandwidth and whether protection is required), the system

provides the default recommended data according to the intents of users in the selected

scenario and historical input information. When the user intent is confirmed, the system

will automatically form multiple service solutions that meet the user intent. The solutions

include all information that meets the user intent, including the service type (such as

L3VPN, VPWS, VPLS), service topology (HoVPN, FullMesh, HubSpoke), tunnel type

(such as LDP, TE, MPLS-TP) and the route calculation result of the corresponding tunnel.

The system displays all solutions, and provides the best recommended solution for users
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in accordance with the conformity of each solution to the intent. The user can select a

service solution for confirmation, or use the default recommended solution and let the

system directly deliver it. The system converts the contents of the solution into various

configuration information of the device, and delivers the information to related devices

after the system verifies the configuration parameters, thus completing the service

provisioning. When the intent-based service is successfully provisioned, the system can

effectively manage the intent. If the service cannot meet the current user intent or the user

intent is changed, the system can operate the devices and ports included in the intent and

optimize the bandwidth and other quality information.

Intent-Based Automatic Service Provisioning

The entire service provisioning process is simple and fast. After the service is provisioned

successfully, the intent status can be effectively managed in real time to continuously

guarantee user intents. In general, the intent-based service provisioning function has the

following values:

 End-to-end service provisioning reduces manpower investment and O&M costs.

 Extremely simplified configuration substantially reduces service provisioning

time.

 Intelligent solution recommendation and one-click provisioning lower the

requirements for operation personnel and improves service provisioning success

rate.

 Visual full-lifecycle operation essentially improves user experience.
3) Practice effects

The Athena 2.0 intent-based automatic service provisioning function helps users to

implement full-lifecycle operation from intent input, intent execution to intent guarantee

and optimization, and greatly improves service provisioning and configuration efficiency.

In the first IP+ optical commercial network in Eastern Europe, the successful deployment

of this function greatly improves the user experience and improves the network service

provisioning efficiency. The intent-based automatic service provisioning greatly lowers the

requirements of user skills, shortens the service provisioning time by 80%, and increases

the provisioning success rate to 99.99%.
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4.2 End-to-End Intelligent Slicing

1) User requirements and pain points

Traditional slice provisioning needs to cross multiple professional networks, including

wireless, transport, and core networks. Due to the independent management and control

of professional networks, slice commissioning efficiency is low, O&M costs are high, and

fault delimitation is difficult. Moreover, the recovery period is long after a fault occurs. How

to implement fast end-to-end slice provisioning, how to implement real-time performance

monitoring and network quality visualization, and how to implement end-to-end network

coordination and optimization is an urgent requirement facing operators.
2) Intelligent end-to-end slicing function

ZTE’s 5G end-to-end slicing involves multiple sub-slices including access network,

transport network and core network. In the upper-layer orchestrator, its sub-slice

management system NSSMF can be divided into wireless sub-slice management system

RAN NSSMF, transport network sub-slice management system BN NSSMF in the Athena

2.0 solution and core network sub-slice management system CN NSSMF. NSSMF can be

deployed together with the management and control system in the sub-slice domain to

adapt to the orchestrators of different manufacturers. Each sub-slice management system

implements the design, deployment, monitoring, and optimization of sub-slices. The

upper-layer orchestrator implements unified end-to-end orchestration, and provides slice

subscription management and SLA monitoring services for tenants. ZTE's end-to-end

intelligent network slicing has the following features:

 Visual slice design

It provides graphical interfaces and drag-and-drop design modes, and quickly generates

slice models based on various slice templates, so that users can easily complete the

self-defining process from service NEs to network services to 5G network slicing.

 End-to-end orchestration, fast slice service provisioning

It enables one-click deployment of end-to-end network slicing and minute-level slicing

service provisioning. The online intelligent detection module ensures the accuracy of slice

services before they are provisioned. Through end-to-end resource orchestration and

coordination, it supports monitoring and coordination of the service layer, network layer,

and resource layer vertically, and real-time management of end-to-end slices across the

wireless network, transport network, and core network to ensure network service quality.

 Intelligent slice management and control

It can perceive the network resource status in real time, predict network traffic based on
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the BigData platform and AI platform, and dynamically adjust slice resources based on

policies to meet user requirements in real time. It provides DevOps closed loop control

and the slice design-deployment-operation-analysis-redesign capability for the operators’

service designers to continuously optimize the customer experience.

End-to-End Intelligent Slicing
3) Practice effects

At Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2019, ZTE partnered with a multinational operator in

Europe to implement the commercial demonstration of the first eMBB scenario in the

industry. In the game experience scenario, the experienced user can obviously feel the

significant improvement of the game interaction delay, picture clarity and network stability

in the 5G slice network compared with 4G networks, reflecting the significant advantages

of the 5G slice network in service forwarding isolation, ultra-large bandwidth and low

latency.

4.3 Configuration Detection Based on Machine Learning

and Knowledge Graph

1) User requirements and pain points

A large number of configurations need to be completed in the process of network

equipment commissioning and service provisioning. Although the industry is trying to

automate configurations, a large number of configurations still need to be completed

manually in traditional networks. Configuration errors may be caused due to various
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reasons (such as the technical level and operation normality of service personnel) during

configuration distribution. Incorrect configurations on the device may affect service quality

and user experience, or even cause service interruption in special cases, threatening

stable network operation. Therefore, it is necessary to find and correct the errors in time to

eliminate potential risks.

Because there are various types and quantities of devices in the existing network and

customer services are diversified, it takes a lot of manpower and time to check the

correctness of all device configurations. For example, there are more than 1000 transport

devices in a city of Guangdong. The total number of configuration command lines reaches

2 million. It is obviously impractical to check them line by line manually.

2) Configuration detection based on machine learning and knowledge graph

The intelligent configuration detection function is based on the massive network data of

the BigData platform. The AI algorithm of the AI platform is used to perform data mining

according to the network data itself, so as to discover the causal relationship between

data quickly. Association analysis and learning is used to discover the rules and construct

the abnormal configuration model. And the configuration risk is discovered through

hierarchical enhanced detection based on the configured knowledge graph. The intelligent

configuration detection function has the continuous self-learning capability. It converts

exceptions found and identified in different networks into knowledge, and automatically

applies them in subsequent network detection.

The intelligent configuration detection function uses the off-line data training mode of the

AI platform. Network data can be obtained on demand. The network exception analysis

process does not generate any load on equipment operation, thus achieving rapid and

secure pre-identification of network configuration errors.

Intelligent Configuration detection Based on Knowledge Graph

3) Practice effects
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This function involves multiple fields such as semantic recognition, data mining and big

data analysis. It uses a variety of AI technologies such as machine learning algorithm,

NLP and knowledge graph to change the traditional manual configuration check mode

and realize intelligent configuration detection. This function won the Best Network

Intelligence Award at the World Broadband Forum (BBWF) 2019 and was successfully

deployed in the customer's existing network in 2019Q4.

When detecting nearly 10,000 devices in 10 cities of the customer’s network at one time,

the scanned configuration data items exceed 15 million, but only one person is invested in

the whole inspection process. It takes eight minutes to identify all data exceptions in the

network, which greatly reduces the labor cost of network inspection and increases the

network inspection efficiency by more than 100 times. The intelligent configuration

detection function can release manpower from mechanical and repetitive work, and invest

in more innovative work to improve the innovation of network operation and maintenance.

4.4 AI-Based Precise Positioning of Weak Light

1) User requirements and pain points

An operator actively promoted all-optical network construction, with explosive growth in

the number of optical broadband users. However, with the rapid increase of broadband

optical fiber users, the problem of weak optical fiber links also becomes increasingly

serious. The user complaint ratio due to weak optical fiber link reaches up to 36%, which

is an important factor in the complaints of optical fiber broadband users. On the one hand,

the poor-quality link of optical fiber links may affect the service experience of optical fiber

broadband users, and even cause service faults of optical fiber broadband users. On the

other hand, it will reduce the service satisfaction and troubleshooting satisfaction of optical

fiber broadband users.

The troubleshooting of weak optical fiber links involves many links such as OLT PON

interface, trunk fiber, level-1 splitter, branch optical fiber, level-2 splitter, drop fiber and

ONU optical module. It takes a lot of time and manpower to troubleshoot them one by one.

It takes at least two hours to locate the fault for a single weak optical link. For the

unreasonable networking mode of multi-level splitting, it is impossible to determine and

very difficult to check the poor-quality link manually. Therefore, troubleshooting the

poor-quality link of optical fiber broadband is difficult, costly and inefficient.
2) AI-Based Precise Positioning of Weak Light

The AI-based precise positioning of weak light is easy to deploy and use. The Athena 2.0
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obtains access network resource data, and collects mass data of all optical links in the

network at a high frequency. It performs big data analysis based on the BigData platform,

and automatically delimits and locates the cause of the poor-quality link based on related

algorithms of the AI platform, and finally presents the weak optical link troubleshooting

report in the form of diagrams. The O&M personnel will easily rectify the poor-quality link

problem based on the weak optical link and delimited and located cause given in the

report. Generally, the AI-based precise positioning of weak light has the following

important values:

 Increasing weak optical link collection rate to 95%

Incremental collection and differential avoidance are used to improve the collection rate of

weak light. This solves the problem that optical link data cannot be collected because

users power off the ONU in the optical broadband access network.

 Fully covering various types of optical fiber broadband access networks

The AI algorithm provided by the Athena 2.0 AI platform is highly adaptive, so it is only

necessary to collect the optical link data on the optical broadband access network to

analyze the root cause of the weak optical link without relying on the integrated resource

management system.

 95% poor-quality link identification accuracy

The unsupervised learning algorithm in the Athena 2.0 AI platform is used to extract

features based on the principle of consistent features of the optical paths under the same

splitter. On this basis, a sample database is established based on feature engineering,

and supervised learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes are used to accurately

determine the cause of poor-quality link.

AI-Based Precise Positioning of Poor-quality Link
3) Practice effects
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After being deployed in three cities of an operator in a province, the AI-based precise

positioning function of weak optical fiber broadband links helps the O&M personnel to

accurately delimit and locate the cause of poor-quality link. In a short time, the

poor-quality link ratios of the three cities are decreased from 6.14% to 3.11%, from

10.49% to 3.42%, and from 9.01% to 3.48%, respectively. It effectively solves the

poor-quality link problem that has troubled the operator for a long time.

Through the verification in the existing network, it is found that the AI-based precise

positioning of weak light enables the weak optical fiber collection rate to reach 95%, the

identification accuracy of weak optical causes to reach 95%, improving the weak optical

troubleshooting efficiency by more than five times. The AI-based precise positioning of

weak light has been commercially deployed by operators in many provinces on a large

scale to help operators quickly identify weak optical links and precisely identify weak

optical causes, actively eliminating potential quality risks of optical fiber broadband

networks, and improving user experience.

5. Future Prospects

With the advent of 5G network intelligentization, ZTE’s intelligent network solution Athena

V2.0 has been put into commercial use or trial commercial use in world-famous operators’

networks such as China Mobile, China Unicom, China Telecom, Belarus A1 and Colombia

TEF. It realizes the intelligent closed loop of the full lifecycle of the 5G wired network, and

continuously improves the user efficiency and user experience.

The next decade will be a key development period of telecom networks. As the scale of

5G continues to expand, new applications and new technologies will emerge continuously,

which will drive continuous deepening and evolution of telecom network intelligentization.

ZTE will actively embrace the trends of the times, work closely with partners, focus on

intent-based networks, and enhance intelligent analysis and intelligent decision making

capabilities to jointly promote the development of intelligentization and facilitate the advent

of autonomous networks.
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6.Abbreviations
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